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Sermon 04-27/28-2019 – Confirmation Weekend 

“The Character of a Methodist” – Rev. Markus Wegenast 

Luke 10:25-28 
 

25 Just then a lawyer stood up to test Jesus.[a] “Teacher,” he said, “what must I do to inherit 

eternal life?” 26 He said to him, “What is written in the law? What do you read there?” 27 He 

answered, “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and 

with all your strength, and with all your mind; and your neighbor as yourself.” 28 And he said to 

him, “You have given the right answer; do this, and you will live.” 
  

1) 

15 young people will be (have been) confirmed this Sunday at our church. They 

have reached a level of maturity that the Methodist church deems appropriate for 

making a public statement about their personal faith. They will/have answer some 

basic but profound question regarding the Christian faith –we don’t give them a lot 

of wiggle room, the answers are pretty straight forward: 

“I do,” “I do,” “I do,” “I will,” etc. 

That doesn’t mean that there is no room for individualization. Faith is something 

deeply individual – it’s not static and the way they believe today will not be the 

same as they will believe tomorrow or a year from now. 

Of course, that’s true for all of us.  

 

During their confirmation journey the last two years they have learned and 

experienced a lot. They visited the Jewish Synagogue and a Catholic church in 

town, they learned about the three simple rules and the Wesleyan quadrilateral, 

they learned about discipleship and had quite a few pizzas together. 

Now it is time for them to be received into the community of the people 

called Methodists in a formal way.  

What kind of a community is that? What is the character of a Methodist? 

 

Methodists are an interesting bunch! It starts with their name: “Methodist” – 

what’s that supposed to mean? What is so methodical about them? What do they 

believe that makes them “methodistic?”  

 

How would you answer this question? Brian Stahl, our director of youth and young 

adult ministries who is in charge of our confirmation program, says that you need 

to be able to communicate your faith in the time it takes to take an elevator from 

one floor to the next.  

 

I did a very methodical test about that. From the push of the button it takes our 

holy church elevator about 32 seconds from the ground floor to the second floor. 

32 seconds. Is it possible to say in 32 seconds what the Character of a Methodist is 

or what a Methodist believes? 

 

Let’s try: 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Luke+10%3A+25-28&version=NRSV#fen-NRSV-25381a
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“A Methodist believes… 

- in a balance of social holiness and personal holiness 

- in the three simple rules: “Do no harm, do all the good you can, stay in love 

with God.” 

- in caring for the poor 

- in Prevenient Grace, Justifying grace, and Sanctifying grace 

- in responsible grace 

- and in Christian Perfection 

- in singing tons of hymns and even knowing some of them by heart 

- of course, in the quadrilateral: scripture, reason, experience and tradition 

- And definitely does not believe in double predestination.” 

 

I need some air now! How long was that? Was that 32 seconds?  

 

Each of those things I just said are absolutely and 100% true for a Methodist – they 

are true for most Methodists in the world, they are definitely true for the United 

Methodists among them. 

 

But still – ahh, all those things I just mentioned, do they really tell us what a 

Methodist IS? How do these things shape and form the character of a Methodist?  

 

2) 

17 years ago I took a class on Methodism at Garrett Evangelical Theological 

Seminary in Evanston on the north side of Chicago. It was about 12 sessions long 

and one session was called “The Character of a Methodist.” At that time I had 

already completed three years of seminary in Germany and I felt I was not a rooky 

anymore in my understanding of Methodism - but I have to tell you: I was excited 

about this particular class. Because even after growing up in a Methodist church, 

going through my own confirmation journey there, leading my home church’s 

youth group and going to seminary, I still had trouble really identifying what 

exactly the character of a Methodist was. I’m not sure if I would have done well 

with my elevator speech then. 

 

So I had high expectations for this class. You can’t imagine how delighted I was 

when I found out that John Wesley our founder had written a 4 page essay on the 

question.  

 

Our professor asked us to read the essay as homework and to write down in one 

paragraph a summary of it. 

 

I still remember as if it was yesterday how excited I was when I sat down after 

lunch to do my homework. I took out a pen (I think it was blue ink!) and started 

underlining all the things that JW wrote about the character of Methodist. 
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There I was, working feverishly, lavishing over this essay to find out what it was 

that identifies me as a Methodist. There was a lot of blue ink on that 4 page essay 

and I started to worry that I wouldn’t be able to fit it all into one paragraph. But 

soon I realized something. 

Wait a minute, I realized: What John Wesley is describing here has nothing to do 

with a Methodist, he is just quoting a lot of Bible verses that are true for any 

Christian. It was a trick homework! The Character of a Methodist is all about being 

a “regular” Christian – duh! 

 

Invite congregation to read out loud 1742 summary sheet of “The Character of a 

Methodist” in bulletin.  

 A Methodist loves, rejoices and has peace in her heart – that’s it! 

 

O my goodness – John Wesley did not intend to set his Methodist movement apart 

from anything that Jesus Christ didn’t already say! He didn’t reinvent the book – 

he didn’t reinvent the church – he revitalized it by bringing it back to the words of 

Christ in scripture. Very similar to many other great reformers who never intended 

to come up with a new belief system but just wanted to bring their churches back 

to the beginnings. 

 

3) 

The 32++ second elevator speech I gave earlier is not incorrect. - Repeat 

These are distinctive features of the Wesleyan movement and they are good and 

great. But when it comes to the core of describing the character of a Methodist it is 

a much simpler matter. 

 

A Methodist loves, rejoices and has peace in her heart – that’s it! 

Do you think those are still relevant for you today in the 21st century? 

 

Do you see Jesus in that? Wasn’t he a man of great love, great joy despite the 

horrible injustice he was confronted with, and a man of great inner peace? That’s 

what being a Methodist is all about. 

 

That’s what being a Lutheran, a Catholic, a Pentecostal, a Presbyterian or an 

evangelical is probably all about too when it comes to their core – because at the 

core, we all want to be like Jesus and follow him. 

 

Being a Methodist does not mean to try to set yourself apart from others, it is about 

setting yourself in line with Jesus Christ. 

 

I wish us all much success in being such kinds of Methodists. 

Or to say it in Jesus’ words: 

Do this and you will live – you will truly live. Amen. 


